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 ”A fog layer is placed between the visitor and the landscape. Transparency, light, reflection, landmark... A collection of 
reinterpreted elements from the territory at the site scale. ”

The project, the central object of  Țara Hațegului Unesco International Geopark, is in essence a collection of elements The project, the central object of  Țara Hațegului Unesco International Geopark, is in essence a collection of elements 
from the territory reinterpreted at the site scale, which aim to interract with the psyche of the visitor. The project is not a 
building, but rather a small scale route of experiences, a carefully built route  through a microcosmos  which offers 
feelings. It hides in the landscape. They start working together. The building has no boundaries. It is both interior and 
exterior in the same time. The architecture is free, and the space becomes a heterotopia. 

TheThe proposed program theme is not a simple materialization of an idea, but, like the landscape in Ţara Hațegului, it is 
a collection of interspersed ideas. In this way, the proposed ensemble, consisting of three functions, tries to respond to 
the immaterial needs of the landscape and become part of it, by using the architectural, structural and detailed elements 
to strengthen the basic idea of   the project.
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”Țara Hațegului” International UNESCO Geopark.  Territorial diversity path. 
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I. CONTEXT. 

”Tara Hategului” International 
UNESCO Geopark

It’s a story...a walk into the essence of the world and the nature...
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II. PROPOSAL: TERRITORIAL SCALE PROPOSAL

6. Ținuturile de calcar (LIMESTONE LANDS)

6. Ținuturile de calcar (LIMESTONE LANDS)

6. Ținuturile de calcar (LIMESTONE LANDS)

3. Meleagurile cu piatră scrisă (WRITTEN STONE LANDS) 2. Dealurile vulcanice (THE VULCANIC HILLS) 4. Valea dinozaurilor (DINOSOUR VALLEY)5. Plaiurile de sub munte (THE MEANDOWS UNDER THE MOUNTAIN)

pedestrian and bicicle linking path landmark and observation tower landmark and observation tower pedestrian and bicicle linking path pedestrian and bicicle linking path guiding link landscape view point landscape view pointlandscape view point

Site: “Țara Hațegului” International UNESCO Geopark
Problem(s): Lack of a link between the areas of the ensamble (territorial scale)
      Lack of an understanding of the diversity of the territory in the individual 
points (site scale)

PROPOSAL
1. Territorial scale : Pedestrian and bycicle links betwwen areas and individual points for landscape, nature and animal observation. 
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II.PROPOSAL: SITE  SCALE PROPOSAL
Fragments... Lost world PROPOSAL. EDUCATIONAL CENTER

2. Site scale : Replicating the territorial elements at the site scale by bringing together fragments of the territory in order to enhance the understanding of the 
area diversity in particular points. 

Territorial fragments. 

Landmark and fog Unalterated nature

PathTransparency and harmony

A fog layer is placed between the visitor and the landscape. Transparency, light, reflection, landmark... A collection of reinterpreted elements from the territory at the site scale. Connectivity of the site with the territorial proposal
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